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Francis B

on
04/29/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










You get what you pay for with a KelTec. As far as my online experience with Buds, AWESOME! Firearm got here quick...BUY WITH CONFIDENCE! 











Michael B

on
10/02/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Never been happier!! Great gun great service. 











Larry B

on
09/25/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Had read some customers were having problems with the PF9. However most of them talked about Kel Tec having good customer service so I decide to purchase one because I liked the small size for carry. I have had no problems with the PF9. I have Sigs, Rugers, S&W, and Para Ordance that are excellent guns and are more accurate. However, I bought the PF9 because of light weight and easy to conceal even in shorts and a pull over shirt. It has proven reliable and it is plenty accurate for close range defense. I did not get it to shoot matches.. 











Stephen D

on
03/31/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have to say this gun has lived up to the hype. I put about 150 rounds downrange and didn't have a single hiccup. Shoots well for a DAO. The trigger is heavy, but seems to be consistent in staging. I have big hands and ended up putting a Houge grip on upside down on purpose. This in combination with the small finger hook that goes on the bottom of the mag makes it fit perfectly with my pinky underneath. Since this one was OD in color I was able to order three of the 8 round extended mags from Kel-tec - even though it is impossible fo find black ones. Though slightly longer I still like to put my pinky underneath these when gripping the pistol. The gun is a perfect concealed carry weapon. The DAO and heavy trigger pull keeps it safe so I just use a cheap Uncle Mikes brand pocket holster and keep it in my front right pocket with one in the chamber. With the 7rd mag it is easy to draw and keeping another 8 rounder in my cargo pocket I end up with 16 rounds in a package not much larger than a Ruger LCP. It is super simple to field strip using a 9mm round, or casing (or your thumbnail if you're a brute). Just as easy to put back together. FWIW I paid Two Sixty-Six in the height of 2013's run on guns. Already spent more than that on ammo for it and my other 9mms. By comparison this gun is lighter and slimmer than my Sig Sauer 290RS but lacked the Sig's night sights, laser (and price tag). I like them both, but the Sig has been in the safe since this arrived. Bud's shipping had it to my FFL on a Friday after ordering it on a Wednesday....2 days with free shipping. This was my 9th gun purchase from Bud's and every one has been stellar. 











Gabriele R

on
11/30/2012




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










worst handgun i have ever own zero accuracy, every 3 bullets it jams, spring broke after 5 clips, not reliable at all 











Camilo C

on
10/30/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










exellent little pistol. came brand new and quick as promised by buds. BUT somehow the magazine keeps falling on the last shot. ill give keltec a call and see where i go from there. 











Aaron B

on
10/23/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Purchased a PF9 from Buds last month. QUICK shipping and the gun came in perfect shape. Gun has 2 mags. This is my 2nd PF9 so I knew what I was buying - a snappy, small, lightweight 9mm semi-auto...not a beginners gun. Cleaned the gun after picking it up from my FFL, then took it and 100rds of PMC Bronze 124gr ammo to the range. Ran 100 rds via 4 mags with only 2 failure to load. No other issues and the gun shot true to aim. No kidding - at 7 and 10yds this gun shot excellent. Although not a range weapon (my hand and trigger finger felt the burn), I am delighted with performance. I've shot an additional 100rds of ball and 20rds of Hornady Critical Defense ammo through the gun - ate it all with zero issues. Carried it this weekend...I am confident with it as a carry gun. This is my 3rd of 5th gun from Buds (either Police Supply or the Gun Shop) and I am extremely satisfied with communication and quick shipping. I would recommend the purchase of this gun and the use of Buds. 











Mark H

on
09/24/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Buds does it again-- great shipping. It was at my FFL two days after I ordered, shipping the same day as my order. Great job Buds! Gun shoots fine, don't listen to the haters. I ran a box of 50 Winchester White Box and a box of 50 Tulamo steel case and it ate the right up. I had 2 FTE and they were both from limp wristing (I was shooting non dominant, one hand). I had two FTL, again my fault (I had been inserting magazine gingerly as I've heard the release is a weak point and I didnt insert them all the way). The PF9 is pretty darn accurate at 7 yards. I was able to put 7 rounds inside the bullseye ring after practicing, so about a 3 inch group. Thats as well as I can do with my SIG2022 (NOTE- that is timed, aimed shots, not self defense shooting). I gave it four stars because the bluing on the gun is awful. Like literally new gun and the bluing is almost gone. Shame on keltec for even thinking the slide of this gun has a production value finish. 











Chance F

on
08/22/2012




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










Constantly fails to extract the spent casings, several rounds per magazine. I went through the 250rd break-in with no progress. I had the extractor screw tight, I used the ammo it's supposed to like, used two different magazines, problem couldn't even possibly be related to "limpwristing", and basically I had every excuse covered that people on The KTOG forum can throw at you. The new extractor didn't help, and then the gun catastrophically failed. The slide didn't cycle when the gun was fired and became (loosely) locked forward. There was also a rattle inside the gun. A few week factory visit later and I got it back. It still suffered the same failing to extract empty casings. It's now back at the factory, waiting to be worked on for a few more weeks. If it's still not fixed, I'll beg for Buds or KT to just swap it for another. But I've sort of written this gun off as a daily carry. The types of problems these guns have make them seem a lot more like ghetto franken-guns. The pros are that Buds has the best price around. Also, the size, weight, and controls makes them perfect for carry. Their accuracy is surprisingly good when using all your fundamentals, but anything faster and accuracy suffers exponentially more than a full framed pistol. 











Ricky F

on
07/26/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great over all process, fast shipping, great FFL I used, no issues. The gun is great, for a kel-tec. Its not built like my glock or Sig, but its a great CCW. 











Justin M

on
05/31/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my second purchase froms Buds and it went awsome. Smooth transfer to the FFL dealer walked in and ten minutes later I was walking out with the gun. After putting 50 rounds of American Eagle FMJ the gun performed perfect. No jams, misfiers, or other malfunctions to speak of. The only thing that takes getting used to is the long triggar pull for the double action but other than that all my shots were in a three inch circle at 25ft. I am amazed with the accuracy of the gun and would recommend it to others. 











Pete G

on
10/24/2011




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










This was supposed to be my everyday carry but I lost faith in it after 5 stuck casings out of 50 rounds. I have since given it a good cleaning and hoping for better results. I like the size, feel and concealment but can I depend on it.... time will tell. 











Michael P

on
09/05/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










PF9 is the best keltec gun i've owned. Can't beat the price. During the 200 round breakin period only 3 stovepipes. Now the guns shoots great! Buds shipping was fast as usual. Thanks Buds and KelTec! 











Jeremy B

on
08/23/2011




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I initially had quite a bit of trouble with this gun. Just about every third shot it would fail to extract the spent brass. I loved everything about the gun, the simplicity, the size, the accuracy, but I couldn't handle the constant jams. I sent it back and they tweeked it a bit but when I took it to the range it still had the same failure to extract problem. Then I switched to the FMJ federal ammo and it fired perfectly for a whole box. What I was using before was the Remington UMC bulk rounds, Winchester White Box and Winchester Supremem Elite. All of which jammed regularly. The federal ammo ran through the gun flawlessly and continues to do so. Apparently it is picky with ammo, but everthing else about the gun is wonderful. 











Ronald H

on
07/17/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










PF9 SHOOTS WELL FOR A LITTLE GUY, LITTLE SNAP TO IT FOR A 9MM. HIDES WELL AND EASY. NO PROBLEMS WITH A 200 RDS THROUGH IT.. 











Douglas H

on
01/23/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my first purchase of a Kel-Tec. Was not sure how good a $250+ Pistol would be, I mean, what could you get for that price? Well was I shocked. I wanted a small, compact pistol, in a caliber that had good power, ammo for self defence and plinking and at a good price. This gun fits all the above, and then some!! I just shoot it today, 1/22/11, cold 15deg outside, light blowing snow, bright sunlight. 100rds, 50 federal 115gr FMJ, 50 RWS 124gr FMJ. NO FTF, or FTE. All fed, but it was ball ammo. 1 failed to fire, near the end of shooting and took a second hit to fire. At 12-13 paces I put a clip into the black of a 50feet slow fire target, not bad at all. trigger pull was less then some of my other DAO or DAK guns. reset was long. As with a 12 to 13 oz pistol in 9MM recoil was lively but nowhere what I thought it would be. About like my Tomcat in .32ACP, just a little more whip. 











Andrew E

on
01/07/2009




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










bought this gun for me , as my first hand gun , for concelment , and im very pleased with the gun i have put about 150 rounds through the gun with out no jamming problems at all and thats with cheap target ammo, The recoil is a little hard on your hand but , but not to bad , The gun is very accurate to me we shoot targets at 15 to 20 yards and just about every 2nd shot i would hit the 2 liter coke bottle at 20 yards . Im no pro shooter but i would rate this gun very high for a rookie like my self, i carry it ever were i go and forget i have it in my pocket. ammo is cheap and fun to shoot, but very loud 











Kevin W

on
11/21/2008




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a great little gun. Packs away in a holster very easily and you can easily forget you have it on! Nice sights for a small gun, and accurate as well. No misfires, stovepipes, etc. this is one completely reliable pistol. Don't be scared of the price, not every great pistol costs 500 bucks! 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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